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PREFACE 
The purpose of this paper is to show a comparison 
of the variation form in the keyboard music of John Bull, 
English composer, with the variation form in the keyboard 
music of Johames Brahms, German composer. Before complet-
ing this comparison, however, the development of the form 
will be traced from the early virginal variations, through 
the baroque, classic and romantic periods to show how the 
form has been influenced and augmented by representative 
figures of these periods. Emphasis is placed upon Brahms, 
who has a:f'.t'ected the culmination of the character variation 
form in keyboard literature. "The King's Hunting Jigg" of 
John Bull and the "Twenty-five Variations and Fugue on a 
Theme by Haendel" by Johames Brahms will serve as the 
comparative means. 
Special thanks goes to Dr. Catherine A. Smith of 
the Eastern Illinois University Music Faculty, tor her 
invaluable assistance throughout the writing of this paper. 
CHAPTER I 
THE VIRGINAL 
The first variation forms appeared in the variation-
like ornamental coloratura of Gregorian Chant and in the 
polyphonic vocal music of the Dutch and Italian masters of 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The variation became 
even more important for the English virginalist. The writing 
of variations was one of the earliest methods ot composing 
music for the keyboard. Thia method gave length and conti-
nuity in music at a period when the longer and more complicated 
instrumental forms such as we have today were in a very 
elementary stage of development. The Elizabethan virginalists 
first used the form in the sixteEnth century, as England was 
the first country to establish a real clavier style. Their 
style of ornamental variation became a model for later key-
board variation music. Mention should be made, however, of 
Spanish lute music, published by Morphy, which shows fully 
developed differencias, or variations, as early as 1536. 1 
Cabezon (1510-1566), a Spanish organist, established a series 
of variations on secular themes, and it was upon this basis 
that the English applied their ideas. 
The instrument for which this music was written is 
called the virginal. Many people think it is called such 
l Leichtentritt, Hugo, Musical Form, {Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1951T;""p.96. 
2 
because it was played by the "virgin queen," Queen Elizabeth I. 
However, the word came from the Latin word "virga" meaning rod 
or jack, referring to the mechanism of the instrument. The 
first description of the instruimnt appears in Musica 
getutscht, Virdung•s treatiste of 1511, twenty-two years 
before Queen Elizabeth was born. In sixteenth century 
England, the term virginal was applied to all plucked string 
keyed instruments whether they were virginals, spinets, or 
harpsichords. Later in the seventeenth century, the term 
was applied only to the small, rectangular type. It was 
small enough to be held on one's knees while playing it, and 
in many instances it was placed upon a table. 
A. VARIATIONS FOR THE VIRGINAL 
One of the first examples of early English virgin-
al keyboard style is the "Hornpipe" by Hugh Aston, which was 
written about 1525. Written in variation form, it employed 
simple harmonies and flowing melody. The variation fo:nn 
molded most of the virginal music at this time. Even though 
it was probably Spain that was the native country of the form, 
the English virginalists receive most of the credit for start-
ing the form well on its way through history, making it the 
oldest of all musical forms still in existence. 2 
The Spanish style of variations was of a serious, 
more thoughtful nature, whereas the English virginalists' 
style was gay and light-hearted. The virginal was a most 
popular instrument and the composers of the period often 
selected the popular secular song as a variation subject. 
Van den Borren says, "It is in fact in this field of activi-
ty secular variation that the virginalists have displayed 
their inventive ingenuity with the greatest power and 
originality."3 
An idiomatic harpsichord style developed in six-
teenth century keyboard music in contrast to the earlier 
organ ar vocal style of variation. Certain technical 
2 
3 
Apel, Willi. Masters of the Keyboard. (Massachusetts: 
Harvard UniversTt,r Press, l952), p. 18. 
Borren, Charles van den. The Sources of Keyboard Music 
in En~land. (London: Novello and Co., 1914>, 
p.' 20 • 
elements such as rapid scales, brokEll chords, passages 
utilizing thirds and sixths and broken octaves appeared 
during this period. 
The Fitzwilliam Virginal~ is the most impor-
4 
tant collection ofv1rginal literature. It contains approx-
imately three hundred pieces of' the seventeenth century, 
composed by such people as Byrd, Bull, Gibbons, Giles 
Famaby an:l Thomas Morely. These men and their followers 
were responsible for the develop.mentor this school of varia-
tion writing. They made the song variation the most impor-
tant type of English keyboard music, and although they were, 
to a certain extent, still being influenced by the Spanish 
type variation, they developed more rhythmic variety and 
more interesting tunes. 
The virgins.lists' style of variation sometimes 
consisted merely of a single variation upon each of two or 
more consecutive tunes, such as in Giles Farnaby's "A Toye," 
John Bull's "Jewel" andin hundreds ot pieces of this type. 
Sometimes they wrote a series of variations on one theme, 
each variation a bit more elaborate than the preceding one. 
Examples of this are William Byrd's "Carman' s Whistle" and 
"Sellenger' s Round." 
Van den Borren divides virginal variations into 
four categories: l) the polyphonic variation in which the 
theme remains the same but moves to different voices and is 
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surrounded with new counterpoint each time; 2} the melodic 
variation in which the melody remains in the upper part, and 
sometimes undergoes figuration along with the added counter-
point; 3} the harmonic variation in which the bass remains 
the same and the other parts fonn the variation; 4) and the 
melodico-harmonic variation 'Vtlich is the most frequently 
found and is the only kind used in the dance variations. 
The bass remains the same with some figural change and the 
melody, although undergoing some alteraticn, remains essential-
ly the same in the upper part, while variety is achieved 
through the tre tment of the inner voices. 4 "The King's 
Hunting Jigg" by John Bull comes under the fourth category 
of the above-mentioned concerning virginal variations, i.e. 
the melodico-harmonic type. 
4 Van den Bo:rren, op. cit., p. 221. 
B. ANALYSIS OF "THE KING'S HUNTING JIGG" 
John Bull, virginal virtuoso, was the "Liszt" of 
his time. He was born in 1562, died in 1628. During his 
lifetime he was an organist, virginalist and composer. He 
was educated in Queen Elizabeth's Chapel and became the 
first Gresham professor of music at Oxford. As to his 
keyboard style, he used mEny fast scales, and heavy chords 
in addition to devices copied from other composers of that 
period. This style is exemplified in "The King's Hunting 
Jigg," which consists of two themes with three variations 
on both themes in the following order: A A1 B B' A' 1 A''' 
B1 ' B'''· 
The first theme, in G major, is of a descriptive 
nature, sounding the hunting ca 11. An element which gives 
it unity is the clear-cut block harmony. Eight measures 
in length, it is interesting to note that five of them con-
tain only the G major, or I chord. It is very dynamic in 
character, w1 th every variation being constant in harmony. 
In the first variation, Bull employs rapid scale passages 
which appear alternately in the right and left hands and 
held together by the hannonic scheme. Because of the late 
Renaissance modal influence, the ascending scales contain 
the raised seventh, and the descending scales have tb9 low-
ered seventh. For example, measures one and two have Ff 
in the ascending scale, am F natural in the descending 
scale. 
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The second theme could be viewed as the second half 
of the first theme, beginning on the sub-dominant. However, 
in light of the aforementioned order A A' B B', etc., it will 
be considered as a second theme. It begins in the key of C 
major, but ends in G major as do all of its variations. It 
is also interesting to note that in measure four of this, and 
all variations, a dominant chord of G major is always found. 
This is one comnon element to both themes. The second theme 
resembles the first in its use of repeated hannonies. 
The first variation of the second theme also begins 
in C major. Here a continuous flow of chordal movement is 
used climaxing at the fourth measure with the V chord. The 
element of variation, differing from the second theme, is the 
use of eighth notes in a steady moving pattern. The harmonic 
structure is exactly the same as the theme. The second 
variation of the first theme begins in the original key of 
G major, and again the original harmonic progression is heard. 
Bull uses broken octaves in theleft hand with the intervals 
of the third am sixth heard in the right hand. The third 
variation of the first theme, in G major, still maintains 
the saDB harmonic structure; this time the method of varia-
tion is the alternation of chords between right and left 
hands. The last measure is a series of I chords which lead 
directly into the second variation of the second theme. 
This variation is en elaboraticn of its first variation. 
The style is the same; Bull has simply added octaves on the 
accented beet of the measure and inserted scale passages in 
the fourth, seventh, and eighth measures. The third varia-
tion of the second theme is a continuous flow of sixteenth-
note runs in the right hand (imitated by the left hand in 
measures five and six), accompanied by a left-hand motive 
that is similar to variation: 
8 
In the seventh measure is tive preparation for 
the final cadence which ends the composition very quietly 
but definitely. 
In all three variations of the second theme, the 
continuous left-hand eighth note pattern diff'ers from the 
dotted rhythmic pattern in the theDE. For example, see 
measure one of each variation to the second theme. 
There are four elemEr1ts that are common to each 
theme and variation in the "King's Hunting Jigg." 1) Eaeh 
goes to the V chord in the fourth measure; 2) each one ends 
in the key of G major; 3) each variation goes immediately 
into the next without a pause; and 4) in each variation, 
with the exception of the second and third variation of the 
second theme, a syncopated figure appears in the form of a 
quarter note followed by a half. 
In listeni~ to this composition, it is easy to 
hear either the harmonic or the melodic structure of the 
original themes, but at the same time Bull employs enough 
interesting figurations to make each variation characteris-
tic in itself. 
9 
C. BULL; SIGNIFICANCE OF' HIS CONTRIBUTION 
The real contribution of the English virginalist 
school is the figuration material that is so well-suited to 
the instrument; material such as melodic enhancement, sequen-
tial patterns, rhythmic figures, or elaboration of harmonies. 
John Bull was more progressive in his developmEllt of the 
keyboard style, taking advantage of the instrument in utiliz-
ing the rapid scale passages and full chords. 
The virginalists' music paved the way to the baro-
que style of variation. Bukofzer says, 11 ••• they establish 
~ne of the essential elements of baroque music, namely, 
patterned figuration that relied on rhythmic consistency and 
the abstract interplay of patterns and lines. These speci-
fically instrumental devices mark: the final emancipation of 
instrumental music from vocal style. "5 
John Bull is one of the most important composers in 
the virginalist era, and the ideas of this new fonn were 
passed down by him to a teacher named Sweelinck, who in turn 
passed them on to Schein, Scheidt; from here they went to 
Buxtehude end Tunder end then on to the epitome of baroque 
music, Johann Sebastian Bach, who developed them to their 
highest capabilities during the baroque period.6 
5 Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era. (New York: 
w. W. Norton and Co7; ~7), p. 73-;;-
6 Nelson, Robert. The Techni¥ue 2.f. Variation. (Berkely and 
Los Angeles: Unlvers ty of California Press, 1949), 
p. 30-31. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VARIATION FORM 
A. BAROQUE PERIOD 
The baroque period begins with the virginal-type 
variation but gradually evolves into a more contrapuntal 
style. As with the virginalists, the baroque composers 
maintained the basic structure and harmony. In this period 
the basic principle of variation form was the decoration and 
embellishment of the theme by use of figuration and co~nter-
point. 
Keyboard instruments of the baroque period were the 
harpsichord, clavichord and the organ. Among the works of 
Bach, only two were positively assigned by the composer to 
the harpsichord - the Italian Concerto am the Goldberg 
Variations. At this time, experiments were already made 
with another instrument, the pianoforte. 
The thirty-three variations for Theophilus Goldberg 
by Bach are undoubtedly the most masterful achievemEllt in 
this form in the baroque period. This set cannot be termed 
as typical, but as the highpoint of the period. Written on a 
chacorne bass in sarabande rhythm, they are an example of the 
contrapuntal variation style which includes variations based 
on imitation, caaon, sequential harmony, and the bass moves 
down a step in almost every measure. Upon this movement in 
the bass, either the stepwise movement or change of harmony, 
the whole series of variations is based. 
This procedure is comparable to the sca1ewise left-hand 
motion that appears in the second half of the theme in the 
Brahms-Handel variations: 
~; i!iTr , -,m 
The peak in the variation development as repre-
sented by the Goldberg Variations was not again reached 
until Beethoven's time. As Bull tried to exhaust the 
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virtuoso possibilities of the virginal, so Bach intellectually 
and idiomatically exhausted the theme he originally wrote 
for his insomniac friend. 
B. THE CLASSIC PERIOD (1770-1820) 
The classic period is known for the ornamental 
variation, the successor to the renaissance and baroque 
variations on secular songs, dances, and arias. Both types 
are a decoration of the theme, and the difference between 
them concerns the style. The classic is a much simpler style 
than the preceding types as it usually avoided the contra-
puntal complications of the baroque period. Most themes came 
either from original ideas or from operatic excerpts. 
The instruments used during this period were the 
clavier, i.e. harpsichord or pianoforte. (Usually the 
latter.) 
The melodic form of variation was popular during 
this period and Mozart represented the extreme of this type. 
This sans form of variation is also referred to as double 
variation because of the way in which the note values are 
doubled in each variation, e.g., quarter notes, eighth notes, 
triplets, sixteenth notes, etc. The doubling of these note 
values appear as part of the ornamentation used in variation 
of the original theme. Mozart made more use of tm ornamental 
version of the thematic melody than or the thematic harmony. 
The procedure he employed was more or less the same in most 
of his works. For example, the first few variations follow-
ing the theme were usually closely connected with it as far 
as melody and harmony were concerned. Then they were based 
more on harmonic changes; next would coma a slow va.ria tim 
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followed by a rapid finale usua:qy concluding w1 th a codetta. 7 
"Ah,~ dirai-.J.!., Maman" consists of a theme with 
twelve variations. The theme, classified as a French folk 
tune, is known as the American "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star. n 
Tb.is work of' Mozart• s 1s an example of' the manner in which a 
simple theme can provide opportunity f'or such interesting 
variations. This work typifies the above general description 
of Mozart's variation sty-le, in that the first six variations 
are closely connected with the theme, either melodically or 
harmonically, an:1 have increased mebdic activity. Variation 
seven is connected by the established harmonies in the left 
haDd with scale passages in the right. Variation eight is in 
minor end is followed by two more that resemble the theme 
again. Variation eleven is slow and the last variation 
contains the codetta. 
The ornamental variation of' the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries was a mid-point between the baroque 
song variation and the nineteenth century "character" varia-
tion. This ornamental variation form was different from the 
song variation due to its "stereotyped plan,"8 and simple 
texture, end :f'rom the character variation by its lack o:f' 
contrasts. More original themes were used, although some 
1 
8 
Groves Dictionar1 of' Music and Musicians, (tifth edition, ed. 'bj Er c-i!lom; toooon: Macmillan and Co. LTD, 
1954) Vol. III, p. 682. 
Robert Nelson, op. cit., p. 80. 
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were borrowed from other works. Whether they were borrowed 
or were original, one tact still remains clear; they were 
very simple, precise themes. Most or them were quite short; 
however in "Ah, .!2!!! dirai-.1!, Maman" by Mozart, the theme 
is twen ty-rour measures long. The s true tur e o t the the me is 
usually binary or ternary, balanced and symmetrical, with a 
simple harmony. Also, most or 1he themes in this period were 
in major key, with perhaps one variation in the minor mode. 
There was increasingly more distribution or ~e melody of the 
theme in the lower voices, whereas previously the melodic 
subject had been restricted to the soprano voice. 
C. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD (19th CENTURY} 
The romantic period departs more radically from 
the earlier periods of variation procedure than do the 
baroque or classic. It was during this period that the 
general trend toward greater freedom of expression and less 
formal stylization arose in treatment of the variation form. 
Texture became thicker and variation figuraticn became more 
individual according to the composer's taste. The harmonic 
pattern became more complicated and the appearance of the 
chromatic element came into prominence. 
Two types resulting from this nineteenth century 
change were the character variations and the~ variations. 
Both types exhibited a marked digression from the character 
of the theme. Another contrast between the variation styles 
of the earlier periods and of the romantic is that the 
earlier ones were almost entirely for keyboard instruments, 
whereas those of the nineteenth century include variations 
written for orchestra. 
Previous variations used the entire theme through-
out a series of variations, but the character variations 
changed the expression or "character" of the theme, through 
new rhythms, melodic or ha:nnonie patterns. The figurative 
and ornamental treatment of earlier variation now shifts 
to the development of different motives from the theme in 
character variations. The sty~e is less homogenous than in 
the baroque variations. In character variations each 
17 
variation is a sharply outlined character piece, and each 
differs from its predecessor. 
Beethoven continued the development of the charac-
ter varia t1 on form as originally established by Bach. One 
or the oldest and most amusing examples, however, of this 
form is the Aria with Variations by the Viennese court 
cembalist, Alessandro Poglietti, in which he made the nations 
of the Austrian Empire "pass in review." One can hear the 
Bohemian bagpipe, the Dutch flageolet, Bavarian bagpipe, 
Hungarian violins, honor dance of the Hons. ck:j, and many other 
curious titles, such as "Old Women's Funeral," and the "French 
Bai sel emen. n9 
In his variation writing, Beethoven maintained the 
sane key throughout, sometimes using the relative major or 
minor, or parallel major, which as will be shown later, Brahms 
did al so. 
Beethoven's "33 Veranderungen iiber einen Walzer von 
Diabelli," is a masterpiece in its utilization of the varia-
tion form. In it the composer exemplifies true artistry by 
the way in which he takes a common melody and distributes the 
music between right and le ft hand. "Refined harmonization," 
different rhythms, different moods and makes each variation 
a piece within itself. 
9 Hugo Leichtentritt, op. cit., p. 97. 
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However, the theme never returns in its original 
form, or for that matter, in any easily recognizable form 
through all thirty-three variations. Essential harmonies 
are contained so that the cadences and definite modulations 
appear in the same place in the variations. Each variation 
has its motif which usually bears some relationship to the 
theme, evEn though it may be remote. 10 Beethoven brought 
old and new principles to an equality in his variation otter-
ing of this period. This work is comparable to the Bach 
Golgberg Variations. For instance, a fughetta, imitative 
variations are contained in each work. In the Diabelli 
Variations, however, Beethoven is making transformations or 
the theme, rather than variations. 11 He takes the theme in 
all its phases - harmonic, melodic, rhythmic end portrays it 
in many different ways. 
Beethoven's variations became models for the 
romantic movement and provided a certain artistic goal for 
its composers. 
10 Hugo Leichtentritt, op. cit., p. 100. 
11 Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, op. cit., 
p. 684. 
CHAPTER III 
BRAHMS 
The rise of the character variation brought about 
the renewed importance of the keyboard as a medium for varia-
tion performance. Nelson states "in the latter eighteenth 
century the finest variations had been those incorporated 
into cyclical works for ensemble groupings, and those for 
clavier had been trivial and shallow in comparison. "12 
Because of keyboard works like Beethoven's Diabelli Variations 
and Brahms' Handel Variations, the piano can claim to be the 
most important medium of the character variation. 
In speaking or the general flexibility or the 
character variation, of which Brahms is a master, it can be 
mentioned that the changes undergone by the theme were much 
more vivid than those found in earli~ types, and these 
changes had the effect of cutting the cycle of variations 
into sharply contrasting segmaits. Some sets were a steady 
flow from begim ing to end, w1 th each verie. tio n being set 
off from those around it. Som3 sets, too, contained a varia-
tion alternating with variation groups, as in the Diabelli 
set, or some sets consisted entirely of opposing groups, such 
13 
es Brahms' Variations 2E- !!! Original Theme, Op. 21, No. 1. 
12 Robert Nelson, op. cit., p. 92. 
13 Ibid., p. 92. 
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From this description, it can be seen tba t the character 
variations of the nineteenth century were not bound to a 
certain "formula" as were the ornamental variations, but 
rather each variation was bound to the composer's own idea. 
There is evidence that composers of this period 
were more conscious than their predecessors or the need for 
selecting good themes. A case in point is the Brahms-Handel 
Variations. 
In speaking of the composer himselt, Schumann 
called Brahms the "true successor to Beethoven. nl4 Born in 
Hamburg, May 7, 1833, Brahms died in Vienna, April 3, 1897. 
During his liretime he studied with many eminent teachers of 
his time, Including Marxsen, Joachim and Schumann. At four-
teen years of age he performed his own variations on a folk-
song. After disgard1ng the romanticism which Schumann, and 
later Liszt, expected or him, he took up a determined clas-
sicism in the matter of form in which, however, "he made 
many modifications to suit his enormous intellectuality and 
technical resource. ttl5 
With Brahms, the writing of variations ns almost 
as much a science as it was a musical art. Nearly all his 
works are intellectual and closely thoug1"out and because of 
14 Hughes, Rupert. Music Lover's EncycloKedia. Edited by 
Deems Taylor and Russell Kerr. ( arden City, N.Y.: 
Country Life Press, 1954), p. 489. 
15 ll!!!·, p. 76. 
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this, they are difficult for the average listener to digest. 
Brahms wrote several sets of variations before he was twenty-
four. These include the Variations .2!! .! Theme !!I Schumann, 
op. 9; two sets of variations, both in D major, both with the 
same opus number, 21; and also variations which occur as 
movements in sonatas. (For example, the C Major piano 
sonata.) The Paganini and Handel variations are considered 
to be "among the finest keyboard variation of this time.nl6 
These two masterpieces of Brahms have two features 
in common. Each is based on a theme that embodies a very 
clear-cut melodic line and straight-forward harmonic struc-
ture. Secondly, each theme had already been used for varia-
tion purposes by its composer. (Paganini and Handel.) 
Handel's theme comes from his Ninth Suite .!a Bb, where it is 
used as an aria with five variations. 
Paganini's theme had twelve variations, and was 
17 
the twenty-fourth of his Caprices op. 1 for solo violin. 
Brahms used this theme, and so did Liszt and Rachmaninoff. 
Liszt used it in his Paganini Etudes and Rachmaninoff used 
it in his Rhapsodz _2!! .! Theme of Paganini for piano and 
orchestra. 
16 Dale, Kathleen, Nineteenth Century!iano Music. (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1954-), p. 116. 
17 Ibid., p. 120. 
-
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Brahms dealt very closely with the structural 
design of the theme a. The task for the pianist is bolder 
and his use of contrapuntal devices is more advanced in the 
variaticn technique than in his earlier works. 
Brahms' development is segmented into four differ-
ent periods. During his first period prior to 1855, his 
friendship with Joachim grew, as did that with the Sehumanns, 
inclUding a passionate love for Clara Schum.am. During this 
period Brahms was of an extremely romantic nature. Conse-
quently he considered the purpose of a work to be more 
important than its form, and his music contained a simplicity 
al'ld prof'oun:l tenderness. Young Brahms we s hard, blunt in 
expression, and seemed to love sudden contrasts. He often 
used the folk song in creative work, and the piano was his 
main medium of expression. 
Soon, however, as a prelude to his second period, 
he began studying with his friend, Joachim, gaining new ideas 
of counterpoint, which changed his style considerably. In 
1855, the former high-strung youthful emotionalism had evolved 
into more of an intellectual tranquility. His works some-
times patterned after classic characteristics. Where the 
first period was characterized by marked contrasts, and 
fast-changing expression, the second period witnessed works 
demonstrating a more meditative style with mellowness and 
intimacy. A characteristic of ·ttlis second period was that 
23 
of re-doing a work over and over again to suit the composer. 
An example of ibis is the E minor Piano Quintet, which was 
first a string quintet, then a sonata for two pianos, before 
its final form. He himself had no permanent home, and his 
style of writing did not seem to follow any permanent pattern. 
It was during this period that his famous Handel Variations 
were composed. 
The begiming of the third period was marked by 
the elaborate German Requiem, which was the first choral 
work written by Brahms. This work took about ten years to 
complete, but was responsible for a new and greater awareness 
by the public of a composer nameci Johannes Brahms. This 
period was the climax of the artistic life of Brahms. He 
settled in Vienna, and his. "Brahmsian" combination of the 
spirits of class•ronantic periods reached its highest develop-
ment. He reached the peak or his development, and all of his 
great orchestral and choral works were created during this 
period. His entire outlook became more spiritual end 
intellectual. His previous intense emotionalism became more 
serious and quieter. 
Brahms' four th period was marked by a feeling that 
his creative powers were finished. From this time on be set 
out to revise older unpublished works, throw away what he 
did not like, and sort out the rest of his works. But it 
was not long before his creative powers, thought gone, 
returned and he began producing works unlike any previous 
works. Included in these later works are his piano 
Intermezzi, which are examples of his best work. 
BRAHMS-HANDEL VARIATIONS 
In June of 1856, Brahms wrote a letter to Joachim 
that contains a significant passage: 
"I occasionally reflect on the variation form, 
and find that it must be kept more strict, 
more pure ••• " (Yet the newer composers -
among whom he includes himself and Joachim) -
"rummage about over the theme more ••• We keep 
anxiously to the melody; we do not treat it 
freely. We really create nothing new out of 
it; instead we only load it dovrn •• 7"!8--- --
From this suggestion of Brahms' thinking, an indication of 
his romantic feeling towards the classic formality is 
evident. As time went on, he began to feel the need for the 
standard form found in Beethoven, Mozart and Bach. He 
became more conscious of the possibility of going back into 
the past for models after which to pattern. He :maintained 
strict form in his compositions. He was very much a part 
of the Ger me. n tradition of Bach and Bee th.oven. 
In the Variations.!!!!_ Fugue .2!! ~ Theme E,I Handel, 
op. 24, written in 1861, Brahms reached complete mastery 
of the variation form. In this work all the principles of 
variatiai followed in the older works are united for the 
first time. In the great majority of the twenty-five varia-
tions, the harmonic and periodic structure of the theme are 
scrupulously preserved, while due regard is paid to the 
melody. Because of limitations the master imposed upon 
18 Einstein, Alfred. Music in the Romantic Era. (New 
York: w. w. Norton &Co., 1947), p. ll5. 
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himself, the wealth of imagination and technical skill he 
displays in this work give it a very special position among 
19 his compositions for the piano. It is not easy to say 
which deserves greater attention, the logical linking 
together of the individual variations, their firm organic 
cohesion, the profound spiritual vitality of the work, or 
its technical effectiveness as piano music. 
"Passi~ from the quietly gay first variation, 
still in the spirit of Handel, through the 
two softly veiled pieces in the minor key 
(Nos. five end six), the trumpet variations 
(Nos. seven end eight), and the delicate 
canon (No. sixteen), the Siciliana (No. 
nineteen), the 'Musical Box' (No. twenty-
two), and the great f1 nal climax (Nos. 
twenty-three to twenty-five) to the power-
ful crowning fugue - the whole is a 
masterpiece, in which the strictest 
adherence to the rules a:id the greatest 
.freedom are miraculously balanced. n20 
In the Handel-Variat1Dns the contrasts between 
variations are particularly noteworthy. Kathleen Dale says 
in describl.ng specific variations, "the chromatic fluency 
of the second comes with startling freshness after the 
solidity of the primary harmonies of the .first; the brisk 
chordal fanfares of the seventh follow gratefully upon the 
laborious canonic progress of the sparse octave passages 
throughout the sixth. The closely concentrated texture o.f 
19 Geiringer, Karl. Brahms, His Life and Work. (New York: 
Ox.ford University Pr~ss,~7~p. 213. 
20 ~-, p. 214. 
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the ninth, every two bars of wht ch are held in the ines cap-
able grasp or a pedal-point, is quickly forgotten in the 
light staccato ehords that bounce up and down the keyboard 
in the tenth. The powerful fugue with a subject based upon 
the theme introduces the element of continuity and magnifi-
cently sums up the protracted series of short, fascinatingly 
diverse variations."21 
In 1873, a friend of Brahms, Herzogenberg, 
influenced an increase in the composer's popularity. With 
the help of some of the influencial people, a "Brahms Week" 
celebration was proposed. This took place during the week 
of January 2ft, 1874, through February 5 in Leipzig. His 
main solo performance was scheduled for February 1 at a 
chamber-music matinee at the Gewandhaus, and he chose to 
play the Handel Variations. Evans states, "· •• am the fact 
of his choice falling upon these variations for so important 
an occasion seems to indicate his reliance upon their being 
received with favour."22 
21 Kathleen Dale, op. cit., P• 117. 
22 Evans, Edwin. Handbook to the Pianoforte Music of 
Johann es Brahma. {LoJ:?-don: Willi am Reeves , ~ 3.5) , 
P• lOO. 
TWENTY-FIVE VARIATIONS AND FUGUE ON A THEME BY HANDEL 
Analysis 
The Twen~-five Variations~ F:!,lgue .2E: .! Theme 
!!I Handel is one of the greatest examples of the variation 
form in keyboard music. A close scrutiny of this work dis-
closes many interesting methods by whichthe composer has 
varied the theme; these include the melodic line, the 
harmonic scheme, ornamentation, scale-wise progression, and 
the sixteenth note turn that occurs in every measure of' the 
theme except for the cadence points. 
In taking a look at the theme itself, the outstand-
ing characteristic seems to be the simplicity which affords 
ample opportunity far variation. The harmonic analysis of 
the accompaniment to this simple melodic line23 shows very 
solid, logical chord progressions. 
The theme comes from Handel's Ninth Suite in B 
flat which has five variations. It consists of two phrases 
of four measures each, each phrase being repeated. The 
first phrase ends on the V chord, second phrase ends on the 
tonic - a factor which remains constant throughout the 
variations. There are five main elements of the theme, some 
of which appear in each variation. These elements are the 
constant factors which establish a relationship to the 
original theme. 
23 See Appendix B. 
Each of the five elements are illustrated below: 
(1) The rise in the melodic line ( in red) : ·· · --··- · - - ·· 
!1 133) ffl ~ '.J. tf 
- --- .. 3,, cs-•~ 
(2) The sequence in the third and 
fourth measures a third higher 
· than measures one and two: 
~~ft1:i~teiPfiii'rmr. $~vc,.uq-, •rJ 
' ./ _t_-i ' 
(4) The rhyt'ffiiic pattern otr three 
quarter notes and an eighth in 
the left hand: 
@~~-t !ti t-
(5} The ascen ng scale-wise 
progression given the left 
hand in the second half of 
the theme in measures five 
and six: 
VARIATION 1 
In the first variation the theme melodyis still 
clearly heard but this time it is embellished with a six-
teenth note figuration which is imitated in the left hand: 
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f) .r ,. . 9 .,@j•~I] -., f It must be played very 
rhythmiceiiy in order to ·convey the solid rhythm of the 
original theme. The ad.di tion of the staccato touch creates 
a fresh, el.most humorous statement of the theme. The harmony 
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remains as it was except tor the last chord in measure three 
which is a IV chord instead or a VII 0 ~3. This variation 
utilizes all motives of the theme illustrated above except 
the sixteen th note turn. 
VARIATION li 
Two terms that might be used to identity this 
variation are perpetual motion and contrary chromatic move-
ment. The latter term means that both right and left hands 
are moving chronatically, but also in contrary motion to 
each other. The three against two rhythm produces the cross 
rhythm that is a favorite Brahms device. However, he 
utili~es this feature in only one other variation in the 
entire work, Variation XXI. The harmony breaks away from the 
original pattern in the last section, measures five, seven 
and eight. In measure five, be first introduces a Bb minor 
chord which is enlarged upon at the same place in the two 
ensuing variations to prepare for the change of key in 
Variation V. All phases of the therm are found in this 
variation with the exception of the rhythmic pattern of 
three quarter notes followed by an eighth. 
VARIATION III 
The character of this variation is "dolce scher-
zando" and it employs an imitative figure occuring first in 
the right hand and then in the left: 
This figure is used continuously throughout the variation. 
Each beat of every measure is of equal importance because 
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of the left l::le nd beginning on the second half of count one. 
Its imitation and equalization of accented beats is simile r 
to Variation I except that the accented counts alternate 
from right to left hand. The harmony deviates considerably, 
as it introduces secondary seventh chords, specifically in 
measures two, four, ti ve, six, seven and eight. An interest-
ing harmonic deviation is found in measures three and sevEll. 
where a v7 of IV occurs. This harmonic feature is used 
frequently in the ensuing variations. 
VARIATION IV 
This is the first variation in which more technical 
virtuosity is required. Its character is designated as 
"risoluto" which is to be maintained throughout. Both hands 
are gi VEll the octave interval with heavy ace ent on the pickup 
to a normally ace en ted beat: 
Beginning with measure five, an imitaticn figure is heard 
between right and left hands that builds up to the climax in 
measure six. The ascending scale-wise progression definitely 
is the basis for this powerfu1 'climax. This variation is 
primarily based upon the sixteenth note turn, but the 
sequence and scale-wise progression are also used. 
VARIATION! 
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This is the first variation which displays usage 
of the parallel minor, Bb minor. However, the change of key 
has been prepared for in the three previous variations which 
used Bb minor with increasing frequency in the second half. 
Thus the key of this variation has been anticipated. It is 
a definite contrast to its predecessor, both in mood, tempo 
and movement. The left hand employs an arpeggio type 
accompaniment with a very lyric melodic line in the right 
hand. The turn is again used throughout, with the omission 
~£ Bl, 11»:t c)lj fc 
:. ~.it••1~u. . . . . 11,ii,11r1•~ JC· 
Elements of of one note - C: 
the theme used in this variation are the sequence, the 
rhythmic pattern, the turn, and the scale-wise progression, 
in which, in measure six, the first use of ttie Neopolitan 
sixth chord occurs, adding a new color to the rising scale 
figure. 
VARIATION .YI 
The contrast offered by this variation is in the 
form of a canon. In the first four measures, the subject is 
first stated by the ri@1:lt hand followed one count later by 
the left. In the second tour measures, the subject is first 
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stated by the left hand am then imitated in the right. This 
too is in the parallel minor. The static harmonic movement 
necessitated by the canonic device provides a "misterioso" 
character. Another trait of Brahms displayed here is the 
contrary motion of the voices which he had previously used 
in Variation II. Again the turn is used; in fact it appears 
eight times throughout the variation as it did in the theme. 
As to relationship w1 th the theme, the turn and the ascending 
scale progression are found. 
VARIATION !!1 
This variation is en abrupt contrast to the last 
two rather placid ones. Evans states that it "resembles a 
fanfare" and is very martial in mood. For the first time 
so far, the melody is found in the alto voice. The last half 
of count four is accented, adding to the "deciso" character 
of the variation. Harmonically speaking, the VII 0 chord 
found in measure two, last half of count four, is a prepara-
tion for two measures in D minor which is the sequence stated 
in the key a third higher. 
VARIATION !li!. 
This variation is based on the previous variation 
in the sense of a very DBrked, decisive rhythm maintained 
throughout. Frequently after Brahms would establish a new 
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and contrasting rhythm such as he did in Variation VII, he 
would repeat it for emphasis, es he has done in this variation. 
The characterization offered herein centers around the pedal 
point first on the tonic Bb for four measures, then on the 
dominant F. Another important point concerning this varia-
tion is the invertible counterpoint utilized in measures 
three-four and nine-ten. In the first mes sure the ascending 
melodic line is in the soprano voice, end the alto hes a 
sixteenth note accompaniment. In measure three, by inverting, 
the soprano now has the sixteenth note accompanying figure, 
while the alto has the melodic line. The same thing occurs 
in measure nine, inverting measure five. Measures five and 
six, nine and ten are in Bb minor, inserting contrast to the 
otherwise major variation. 
VARIATION IX 
The only relationship of this variation to the 
theme is the sequential movement. It is interesti~ to note 
that in every two measures throughout the variation is a key 
change, and the same hannonic progression of I II 117 IV: t(u 
I II
764 
I III is maintained in each two-measure segment. The 
beginning notes of measures one - three - five - seven build 
the Bb major chord. Somethlng characteristic to this varia-
tion only is the octave pedal point that appears throughout. 
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VARIATION! 
The main point to consider in this variation is 
the fact that the melody changes octaves:~·~-~ - ·-··--·- ·----
-=b L ai JJe 
. - -
This device is used again in his Paganini Variations. 
Regarding the harmonic structure, again the composer makes 
use of the parallel Bb minor, using a minor IV in measure 
one, minor I in measure four, and minor I in the ensuing 
mes sures to the end. Usually only one chord in a measure is 
in the minor mode, the rest being Bb major. This point makes 
this variation different from any of the others. The melody 
changing octaves on practically every beat, coupled with the 
allegro tempo marking provide the "energico" character of 
the variation. 
VARIATION !! 
A similarity exists between this variation and 
Varia tiai V due to the expres;:siveness and smooth flowing 
motion. The left hand has an Alberti bass figuration that 
actually exchanges with thealto voice in the second half, 
then with the soprano beginning with measure five. The 
harmony differs from the ma in theme in tbs t measure three 
goes into D minor and has almost exactly thesame chord 
progression as does Variatiol'l VII which also goes into D 
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minor at measure three. Measure six goes into Eb major for 
one measure, then it shifts back to the tonic key via the 
relative minor, G minor in measure seven. A chromatic line 
of movementis used from measure six to the end. The scale-
wise progression moves by half-steps; the entire last section 
especially, from measure five on, lends itself to the "dolce 
espressivo" character of the variation which progresses 
directly into Variation XII. 
VARIATION XII 
The character of this variation is 11 soave" which 
means' sweet.' The character is gained partly by the return, 
both harmonically and melodically, to the original theme 
left-hand chords - and partly by the graceful yet simple 
counter-melody in the right hand. A hint of Bb minor is 
heard again in the secon:l half, but only for a brief time. 
VARIATION .llli 
This is a veI"1 full, majestic, Hungarian type of 
variation. The character is "molto sostenuto" with a tempo 
marking of Largamente, ma non tropp9. This, combined with 
the full rolling chords in the bass, andthe interval of the 
sixth being used almost exclusively tb.roughout, creates a 
variation unlike any other, in terms of over-all ettect. 
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is quite similar 
to a Liszt Hungarian piece. The melodic characteristics of 
the theme can be sensed from time to time, but the minor mood 
created is the important trait.. Repeats are written out 
,because the melody is first in the bass clef, then on the 
repeat it is in the treble clef. 
VARIATION XIV 
-
This is another variation built around the turn. 
At each statement of the turn in the right hand, the left 
hand is moving in contrary motiai, one of Brah.ms' favor! te 
devices, and one which also emphasizes. The right hand 
principally has sixth intervals th& move along with the 
broken octaves in the left hand. The trill is used for 
accenting purposes on the first beat of every other measure. 
Again, as in Variations VII and XI, the third measure goes 
into D minor; this time for two complete measures. Another 
similarity to Variation VII lies in the accentuation of the 
last half of count four in every measure. 
VARIATION !I 
Introduced by the preceding variation, this is the 
only one not eight measures in length. Because of an exten-
sion of one bar in the eighth note "fanfare" tJpe of figure, 
an extra measure evolves. This extension is due to the 
chroma tic ascending octaves beginning wi tti measure five. 
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A dominant chord must be reached before the tonic ke7 can 
appear again; so Brahms chose the dominant of D minor, which 
is A, where he arrives at in measure seven. The turn also 
appears nine times within the variation. The harmonic 
structure is relatively simple 1n that there are only two 
different chords in each measure. 
VARIATION XVI 
This variation is based on the melodic and rh7thmic 
pattern of the preceding variatictt:l, end then expressed in the 
. -, -~.-~~-~:.~..;~.-::-:-:;·-:-~' 
The listener is not conscious of the close relationship of 
the two variations due to the entirely new treatment of the 
same figure. The harmonic structure of this variation is 
simpler than the preceding one, in that f'ive of the eight 
measures contain only .2B!. chord for four counts. 
VARIATION~ 
Because the accentuation falls on the normally 
unaccented beat (the second of ·a group of two eighth notes), 
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this variation is uneven rhythmically. The left band has a 
rising progress ion of chords a 11 1he way through w1 th the 
exception of measures four, eight, twelve, sixteen. Again 
the repeats are written out. The scale-wise progression that 
has appeared so consistently in the preceding variations is 
not presented in this one. 
VARIATION XVIII 
This is, in a way, similar to the preceding varia-
tion in the sense that the chords sound quite similar. How-
ever, emphasis is placed on the rise of 1:hree chords in 
Variation XVII and it is placed on four in this one. The 
chords are syncopated with a florid sixteenth note progres-
sion accompanying. The chordal statement of ttie melodic 
line of tae original theme passes from left hand to right 
·-·· ·--~---- -- . 
The character of this variation is "grazioso" end it contains 
a renewed likeness to the harmonic structure of the original 
theme, with the exception of a few chords in the last half. 
VARIATION XIX 
This varia tio_n more clearly imi tetes the style of 
Handel with its use of the mordant. The rhythm deviates from 
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the ttieDB in that the phrase lengths necessitate 12/8 time. 
Interest passes from the alto to soprano voice, each having 
a four-measure DBlody. Because of this fact, the repeats are 
written out. Throughout the variaticn the second four measures 
are a repeat of the first four, with the changes in voicing. 
VARIATION g 
The expressiveness in this variation is due to its 
chromatic harmonic progression an:i continuous contrary 
motion. It consists of three-note chords in the right hand 
opposed by octave movements in the left hand. Each four-bar 
segment is repeated an octave higher, beginning in the bass, 
going to the treble, back to the bass, etc., throughout the 
variation. Brahms employs the sixth and octave intervals, 
plus contrary movement and chromatic progression, all of 
which are favorite devices of the composer. The left hand 
moves in octave quarter notes all through the variation with 
the exception of the tenth measure where it joins for the 
first time, the eighth note movement of the right hand. 
VARIATION Y!, 
This is the only variation in the relative minor, 
G minor, and like Variation II, it utilizes a cross-rhythm; 
this time of three against four. At first hearing the 
listener might not see or hear·any sort of relationship to 
the original theme, but upon close observation, one can detect 
the melody line in the grace note movement: 
VARIATION lQfll 
A music box effect is heard in this variation, due 
to its being written entirely in the treble clef. The left 
hand as a drone accompaniment that retains Bb pedal point 
for its 
change: 
outlining octave, even though the inner harmony may 
~h'€-'l1¥Jlf i3l~P¥?JJ 
.. ? "I 7 7 7:, 7 .,,. 
Because of this repeated Bb, there is a predominance or I 
chords throughout the variation. Another feature used is an 
inverted turn that is related in form to the turn appearing 
in the theme. This appears at the erxl or measures two, four, 
---- -,_ . ..., ____ ;.------ --~--
five, six and eight: 
,-°tier rt G: Ubl fJ-11 t oi,,,.,,u.. VIIIIIITII# .DlL 
VARIATION XXIII 
As the preceding variation was entirely in the 
treble clef, so this variation is in the bass clef, with the 
exception of measures four, six, seven ani eight, where it 
moves into the treble. A contrast to the last variation 
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results. A Bb pedal is used here also until the double bar 
at measure five, when it moves on the dominant end moves 
chrome.ti call y back to Bb. In relation ship to the theme, the 
sequential element and the scale-wise progression are found. 
A feature appearing in the :f'i:rst measure that continues 
throughout is the outlining of the flat sixth interval: 
bi·!~ 
VARIA'l"'ION ~ 
This variation is merely an elaboration or the 
' preceding variation. Again there is an imitation between 
right and le ft hands: 
In the second section the rapid scale passages stem from an 
ascending, chromatically-moving bass which b.lilds to a climax 
in measure eight. This climactic movement serves as prepara-
tion for the final variatia:1. Although there is a change 
in harmonies from the preceding variation (see chart), the 
Gb still appears as before. The scale-wise progression is 
found; however, it moves chromatically rather than diatonical-
ly. 
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VARIATION~ 
Technical problems due to octave jumps in both hands 
appear in this variation. It is a stately end exciting climax 
to the set of variations and a fitting preparation to the 
fugal conclusion of the work. The octave sixteenth note 
"statement and answer" between right and left hands becomes 
one continuous motion. An ornament of scale-wise thirty-
second notes appears at the end of measures two, four and 
eight (first ending) which imicates a certain return to the 
original theme. Noteworthy too, is that the harmonic struc-
ture has re turned to that of the theme. In addition to the 
harmonic relationship, the sequential elemmt end the scale-
wise progression is found. 
FUGUE 
The exposition of the four-voice fugue is quite 
regular. The subject is given a real answer and the four 
statements occur at two measure intervals in the following 
voice order: contralto, soprano, bass and tenor. A 
sixteenth note counter subject is used first in a descending 
order and later it appears both in descending order and en 
inversion of same. In some instm.ces a second counter subject 
is found: 
During the fugal development both inversion and 
augmentation are used. Most of the four episodes found 
consist of sequential treatment of the thematic material. 
Brahms frequently has the voices moving in parallel thirds 
and sixths., a charecteristic found in all his music. The 
key centers used in the theme and variations that appear in 
the fugue are Bb major and Bb minor. G minor., the relative 
minor., does not appear. However., Db major and F minor appear 
in the fugue and not in the variations. 
With the introduction of pedal point, the closing 
section makes a dramatic entry. In this section the composer 
breaks away from the limitations of four voices., and he 
proceeds to the end of the fugue with contrary moving full 
harmonize ti on. 
The significance of the fugue lies not only in the 
fact that it is such a climax to the variations., but that 
Brahms uses such simple motives from the original theme and 
creates a complicated pattern. Some people refer to the 
fugue as a twenty-sixth variation., but this writer believes 
it to be a form within itself., added by the composer in 
another attempt to unify the romantic ideas with the classic. 
· BRAHMS 
INSTRUMENT 
1. Piano 
2. Wide gamut 
3. Tremendous contrasts in 
expressiveness due to 
enlargement of 1n s tru-
men tal resources. 
STYLE 
A. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
Character Variations 
Deviated further from 
theme. 
Various elements from theme 
serves as basis for each 
variation. 
Fluctuating tempo tbr each 
variation resulting from 
character change 
Use of one theme - binary 
structure 
Twenty-five variations 
B. HARMONIC STRUCTURE 
1. Theme and many variations 
remain in tonic key w1 th 
second half starting on 
dominant. The parallel 
and relative minors are 
other key centers. 
2. Uses minor mode to vary major 
theme 
3. Chromatic harmonies used. 
Many borrowed ch.or ds, sevm. th 
chords, Neopolitan and aug-
mented six th chords 
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BULL 
-
1. Virginal 
2. Comparatively small 
gamut 
3. Small range of expres-
sion due, in part 
A. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
to instrumental 
limi ta t1ons. 
A type of Orne.mental 
Variation. 
Theme is audible 
throughout variations. 
Melody and harmony of 
theme remain constant 
but are ornamental 
Sta tic tempo 
Use of two themes 
with intervm. ing 
varia t1 ons 
Three variations on 
two themes 
1. Remains in tonic key 
with second theme 
starting on IV chord. 
2. Remains in major but 
modal tendencies 
are apparent 
3. Simple harmonies 
progress in block-
chord movements. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Melodic lines of many 
characters. The diatonic 
theme is influential, but 
chromatic and chordal melo-
dic lines are frequent. 
Texture varies from two-
voiced canon in Variation 
VI or Variation XVI to 
heavily doubled chords in 
Variation IV, XXV, or finale 
of .fugue. 
Devices of canon augmentation, 
inversion, stretto used. 
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4. Dia tonic melodic 
line with modal 
coloring of raised 
seventh scale step 
in ascending pas-
sages and lowered 
in descending ones. 
Usually stepwise 
movement. 
5. Texture usually four 
voices. Slight 
contrasts of 
texture. 
6. No polyphonic 
devices us ed. 
Piece is in homo-
phonic style. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
In differentiating between the variation music 
of John Bull and that of Johannes Brahms, one must first 
take into consideration the number of years that elapsed 
between the two periods of which these composers are 
representative. The approach to the variation foim was 
entirely different, due in part to the instruments for 
which th,y were composed. As has been stated before, th, 
virginal was more limited in its potentiality and the 
variation form, therefore, was exploited only as far as the 
instrument permitted. The pianoforte offered opportunity 
for the composers to utilize more virtuosic aspects in their 
music. The aim of the variations of Bull's time primarily 
was the decors tion and embellishment of the thens by means 
of new .figurations. The v1rginalist' s variation form main-
tained the basic structure of the theme throughout the 
variations, whereas the rormntic variations deviated much 
more from the th.ens • 
After examining the history of the variation form, 
and specifically seeing how John Bull and Johannes Brahms 
contributed to this aspect of the hismry o.f music, one can 
see the importance of each contribution. It is impossible 
to indicate which composition is superior; in fact, such an 
indication is not the pertinent, thing. Rath3r, the issue 
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to be gained from such an observation is that each composer, 
representative of his period, gave to theworld a masterpiece 
of the variation form in keyboard literature. 
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